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HOT DOGS A SELLOUT 

The Amateur Radio Club's Hot Dog booth at the JPL 
annual Picnic was a success again the year. 1200 
Hot Dogs with trimmings were prepared and sewed. 
All the hot dogs were sold out before the start of 
the bingo games. This was our earliest finish in 
recent years. A "professional" style booth, a good 
location and the largest crowd ever at a JPL Picnic 
all contributed to brisk sales. The Club netted 
about $ 650 from this operation. 

Success of this operation depended as usual on the 
efforts of some fine volunteers. Bruce WDGHEZ 
served chairman as well as purchasing all food. 
getting the propane stoves and being chief cook. 
Mike McKinney, son af Eileen KAGDGV and John NGAVW, 
did an outstanding job as assistant cook. John 
N G A W  and his father-in-law, Frank Kenworthy were 
also on hand to assist our chief carpenter, Larry 
KBGJSD In setting up the tables for the booth. 
Those doing an excellent job staffing the booth 
included associate member Patti Heller, her 
daughter Randy and Randy's friend Leigh Morlan; Jim 
N6PGC and Emily Erickson; Dick WAGJBZ; Sid WBGWH; 
Carl KGGLG, his daughters Patty and Carla de 
Silveira, and Carla's friend Bonnie Allison. (It is 
rumored that Patty worked so hard she passed out 
from sheer exhaustion.) Bradley Tallon also brought 
his father John NGOMB to work In the booth. heona 
KAGRHH dropped by with the forgotten jar of 
mayonnaise and was on standby for a resupply run if 
needed. Rlck KAGDAN was seen around the booth but 
left when the hard work started. 

Several members. family and friends dropped by the 
booth to lend encouragement and rnaral support 
including Ginny, Mike and Nikki Wetzel: Jim WAGMYJ 
and Fae Lumsden: Bud KAGCBI and Laretta Jenkins: 
Pete N6lHS and Betty Olson: Rex WD6EWN. 
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Juvenile Diabetes Foundation Presents its 

THIRD ANNUAL BENEFIT WALK 

To Promote Research and Education 

Sunday September 27, 1987 

Grlffith Park 

Volunteer Amateur Radio Operators with 2 meter or 
220 MHz capability needed to help wlth Health and 
WeEfare Cornmunlcations for the walk. An estimated 
2000 walkers will participate. Approximately 10 
operators will be needed to effectively handle 
communications around the course. For information 
or to volunteer, Contact DIck Welzel, WAGJBZ, at 
Ext. 4-2291 or the secretary at Ext. 4-2871. 

RIck KABDAN 

DX NEWS 

Here it Is, the tenth of the month and still no 
frantic call from John hhZKinnsy bugging me for my 
DX artlcla! Either he" so vacation or he forgot. 
Anyway, just to show you dedication at work, I have 
submitted thls article wlthout even being asked. 
As is the usual case, mod of this artlele has been 
plagiarized from the LlDX Bulletin. 

ORSOUS - H25SA operates on 14180 kHz from 1930f, & 

FAROE ISLAND - OYGFRA Is active on 14215 kHz from 
22002 and OY9JD near 141 60 at 23001. 

GREENLAND - Look for FGCBH and FGIHH, both /OX 
operating from atop the Greenland Ice Cap during 
their Polar Expedition through 23 August. (I hopa 
you get thls In time.) 

GUINEA-BISSAU - J52UAC operates regularly near 
21250 kHz from 17002. 

JOHNSTON ISLAND - WYSL/KHS will give you 8 CO*& 

near 7163 kHz from about 07002. 

KNIGHTS OF MALTA - A major operation Is planned 
from IAOKM in October. More on this later (I 
hope!) 

UZBEK - UHAAM can be QSOed on 14196 kHx at 163Qf 
wlth UF8ADR behg available near 14033 from 01302. 

Agafn, not an werwhelming amount of DX Information 
this month, but perhaps enough to  get you 
listening. Good luck and keep active. 

73's and good DX, 
Bob, NGET 

. 

O'scope, Du Mont 401, 5 In. CRT, 0.1 - I00 V AClDC 
on X and/or Y Inputs, recur or driven sweep 10 
uSee ta 25 mSECJin., -me trace drift with time. 
$50. W A 6 W J  (818) 249-9367 

XMTR, Halllcmflers 10-80 mtr with 6 mtr XVTR, Xeel 
cond., (6 mtr xvtr needs pwr supl). 
Sf 50 WA6MYJ (a1 0) 249;9367 

FIELD DAY 1987 NOTES 

Thursday aflernoon, June 25: After months of 
planning, the big event, Field Day, is just some 43 
hours away. E spirit myself away from my office 
and make my way out to my car in the East lot for 
some last minute suppfies at Dwv Radio and Radio 
Shack in Pasadena. The afternoon is  hot, In the 
low nfneties, humid and smoggy. Mount Lowe is 
barely visible from the lab. 

lnslde an hour. I am back in my lab, completing 
cables that will be used for a packet radio station 
and for a 220MHz mobila station. These done but 
not tested because the interconnecting equipment 
Isn't available, it's of7 to the shack to make the 
sign that will, with hope, help guide people toward 
the Field Day site. As 8pm rolls around, the sign 
Is finished, the supplies to be taken up to the FD 
site have been checked one more time and I'm off 
again. The temperature has dropped, but not much, 

I drop ofl travel instructions on my way to get a 
bife to eat. With food out of the way, I arrlve 
home and start the packing. 
Two and s half hours later, the packing is done, 
the truck is loaded and there's only one more thing 
to do: something that I always postpone untll the 
end of the month: bills. In an hour, tha cheeks 
have been written, tha envelopes stuffed and 
stamped and the checkbook balanced. It's twenty 
minutes to one, Friday morning. The temperature 
has dropped, and so has my anxiety level. I can 
imagine the stars that I will see soon, looking up 
into the seemingly impenetrable layer of stratus 
that covers the South Bay almost evety day for the 
last month. 

BBfore heading up the hill, I stop by the post 
offlce at the airport ko mail the payments. At one 
am, I drop the envelopes into the mailbox and head 
up the street to the Santa Monica Freeway. At long 
last I'm on the mad. 

Two am and Ontario roll by. The traffic Is light 
at this hour, the alr cool and damp, and here the 
stars are only just baglnnlng to be covered by the 
still-advancing shroud of coastal low clouds and 
fog. 

I have been eonsiderlng. for the last hour or so, 
where I shall slesp tonight. After all, it's too 
late to drive the last eight miles of dirt road to 
the FD site. E could sleep in the Cajon Pass, at 
one of my regular spots, or even at one of the 
campgrounds near Wrlghtwood. I decide  to Stay over 
at Arch Campground, just west of Big Pines and no 
more than four miles from the Blue Ridge. 

Field Day Photo by S t ~ n  Sander N6W 
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At two-fifty am, I fly through WrigMwood and 
decide that I have too much nervous energy left to 
get to sleep now. The very closeness of my goal 
requires that I reach It. South of Wrightwood and 
more than two thousand feet above me I see the 
silhouette of the Blue Ridge blocking the southern 
stars. 

It i s  three am when I stop the truck at the 
entrance to the Blue RIdge road. Attaching the 
'JPL FEeld Day' sign to a handy traffic sign. 1 get 
out tha yeltow surveyor's flagging and start 
placing three foot streamers at strategic loelions 
on my path. Each time I get out of the truck, I am 
mesmerized by the beauty of the desert IigMs and 
the amount of population growth that has occurred 
in the past few years. 

At three thlrty, the road turns to a jeep trail and 
the final four tenths of a mile. There are two 
steep climbs ahead, the first about five hundred 
feet with no real takeoff area. I was up here two 
weeks before and remembered how, with persistence, 
I was able to lug the truck up that grade. So on I 
ga, keeping the speed down because the road is 
severely rutted and because of the visions of 
ripping olf the oil pan. The truck slows, slips In 
the soft dirt and finally stalls about 200 feet 
from the top. I utter an oath or two. Reallzing 
that the truck has just enough load in It to 
prevent me from making tha top by tugging my way 
up. I pop i' into reverse (don't need the engine; 
do need the backup lights) and roll carefully back 
down to the flattest part of the trail. 

This time I gun the engine. knowing that 1'11 need 
all the momentum I can get to make the hill. Now 
the truck is bounding off rocks and tree roots, 
spitting gravel and dirt and shaking my teeth 
loosa. I fight the wheel to keep the truck out of 
the center rut that slows the truck and forces it 
to high-center, and keep riding the right shoulder 
of the ttaif where it is smoother. The truck 
passes the previous stall point and nears the top 
of the grade, making the summit just as the engine 
begins to balk. 

It is at these moments that I really wish for a 
proper vehicle for this kind of assault; with high 
clearance and some horsepower. Then It wouldn't 
have to be an assauft. 

Ttte road continues nearly flat for a tentli mile, 
then hits another tenth mils grade, squally as 
steep as the first but with the flat takeoff area 
below to wind up tho engins. 

I floor it and am doing nearly twenty as I hit the 
bottom of the grade. The reawlew mlrror has been 
jolted giving me a fine view of the floor of the 
truck; the various items on my dashboard have been 
thrown to the floor or my lap, the radio equipment 
is jumping up and down. The truck is running out 
of horsepower again, this time just forty feet 
short of the top of the steepest portfon of the 
grade. It stalls. 

1 could roll back down the hill and attempt it 
again, or unload some supplies and run two trips; 
but I decide that I will not batter the bottom of 
the truck that way. 

Startlng the engine, 1 find that 1 can't force the 
truck fobward so I throw It into reverse and back 
off the road t o  the left feeling like the flat 
shoulder might give me the extra moment to get some 
momentum going. However, the shoulder Is soft and 
I reaIly can't gain much. 

I rev it, ease the clutch out, riding it to keep 
the engine from dying; the truck inches forward, 
and with a internal gasp of relief 1 feel the load 
on the engine drop as I crest the top. I smell 
burning clutchplate. Oh well: the clutch was too 
new anyway and needed the rough edges sanded down. 
I drive the last few hundred yards to the site and 
park the truck. 

What a view! Lights from Mojave to Apple Valley 
and a light breeze in the sixties rolling up over 
the ridge from L.A.; the smell of fir and pine and 
burning clutch awaken my nose. It's ten minutes fo 
four. 

I unload my bike and a few other thEngs from the 
back of th5 truck, spread out the blanket pads and 
sleeping bag in the bed of the truck, climb in and 
attempt to get a few hours of shuteye before the 
day begins. 

It is difficult, perhaps even Impossible far me to 
sleep when there are small flying critters buzring 
around my head. Well, at six-thirty the bugs win. 
I know that it will be sevaral hours until the 
first of the FD crew will arrive, so I get the 
bicycle out and take an early morning tour af the 
mountain. 

The air is clear and fresh, In the low sixties, and 
the terrain at the top is relatively level. Soon 1 
am at the top of the infamous grade and find a path 
that goes ofi to the south and is much more level. 
Perhaps this is the easier way in, 1 mistakenly 
conjecturs, Pack of sleep, I think. 

The trail Is wlde and smooth and pretty flat, but 
shows no signs of dropping the needed three hundred 
feet to the road below. Soon it pops out of the 
trees and F find myself hundreds of feet up above 
tha road, with a little goat trail descending. 

Down the goal trall, slipping and sliding, weight 
far back to keep the bike balanced I go. I make the 
road, pushing through briar patches that do wonders 
foe legs and ride back up the road along the 
regular path toward the site. 

Not wanting to climb the grades quite yet, I check 
out all the trails in the area and manage to dump 
me and the bike while inching my way down a dusty 
jeep trail, going over the bars and havlng the bike 
come down on me and then both doing a ~ornplicated 
tango for twenty feet down the slope. 

1 scrape the dust and dirt dl me, clean out the 
worst wounds with water from the water bottle and 
push the bike back up the hill. Then I reaIize 
that I lost my watch down the hill when 1 crashed, 
Momentarily I consider leaving it lost forever in 
the dust of Wright Mountain, but then convince 
myself that I would need to know the time this 
weekend. This time 1 park at the top to the grade 
and slowly make my way down the slope. eventually 
finding the watch, complete with bent strap pin, 
some fifty feet further down the slope from my 
crash point. Must have flexed my wrist and popped 
the band. 

Soon I am back at the truck and began to set up 
camp. I put up the 220MHz ground plane on a ten 
foot pols, hook up the two-meter radio and spread 
out in the lawn chair. trying to  get a little rest 
while waiting far the first arrivals. 
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I begin to hear bits and pieces of Carl DeSilviera 
KG6CG talklng to others in his convoy from the lab, 
but he is unable to hear me. 

By eleven-twenty, we have astablished contact and I 
find that trailing hlm are Mark Schaetclr WBBCIA and 
Ted Weiffer KGOEF. In twenty minutes, they are 
turning off State Route 2 and heading along the 
Blue Ridge Road. They find a route that 1 had 
never noticed before and proceed to get lost. But 
soon enough, with a few epitaphs and strong words 
uttered back and forth, they are once again headed 
in the right direction. 

Gene Oleson, KB4JI, and his two sons are the fir?.i 
to arrive at noon. He had not been on the radio; I 
didn't even know they were so close. 

Carl's car takes the opportunity to vapor lock and 
Mark goes on. Thirty minutes later, I wondered why 
I didn't see Mark at the site. He was stopped by 
The Hill. He mads two runs at it and was stopped 
each time. 

Soon wa hwe a graat group of cars and trucks at 
the bottom of The Hill. Carl decides to run The 
Hill, makes It up two-thirds of the first part and 
poops out; his problem is primarily a trailer in 
tow adding to  his load; the trailer also makes it 
difFIcult to back down the slops. But he does and 
prepares to make another run at It. But now the 
engine won't start. After slphonlng some gas out 
of the tank and pouring it into the carburetor, 
where It immediately, sizzles into vapor, he grinds 
the starter again until the engine catches. 

Up the hill his car roars, making It once again 
two-thirds of the way; the ear just won't pull any 
more. Once again he backs down the hill, pulling 
off into the brambles about two hundred feet down. 

Thls time he tries to start the car, but It just 
grinds. Then he opens the hood and the caps blow 
off the battery. We soon find out that the battery 
is history. 

Ted makes the run and takes The Hill. Hill 2, 
JPIARC 3. 

Now Walt Mushagian KGDNS and Sid Johnson WBGMH 
roll up in Walt's truck with Daril Schmidt KAGYIX, 
Rick McKinney KAGDNS and John Tallon N60MB and his 
son Bradley close behind. Sam Weaver WBGEMO and 
his wife soon arrive. A real crowd is developing 
at the base of The Hill. 

Walt and Sid make it with no problem; Walt just 
tosses that truck of his into compound low and 
motors on up. John Tallon makes it halfway and 
then must be towed the rest of the way by Daril. 
It ends up that Daril becomes the assist vehicle 
that finally allows the JPLARC to beat The Hill. 
He makes at least ten trips that day, lugging 
people and supplies up The Hitl. 

Meanwhile, up atop the hill Walt and crew are 
beginning the task of laying out the forty and 
eighty meter wlre antmnnas. Pushups are dropped at 
the required places, spikes and guy lines cut and 
readied. What a task, But it proceeds like 
clockwork. 

The first pushup, raised under my command, is a 
sorry sight. Schaefer shows us how ta do it right 
and from that moment on raising a forty-foot pushup 
takes fifteen minutes, Instead of the forty-five 
that the first one did. 

By dinner, the forty and eighty meter wire yagi 
antennas and three of the four tents are erected. 

Rick has prepared a feast of hot chill, with onion, 
cheese. tortillas and salad on the side. 

A small tornado hits the dinner table - food Is 
gobbled up by the hungry crew in record time. AH 
that remains is bits of chlli spllted and scraps of 
cheese and lettuce. It is a fina meal. Like t 
said in the Field Day promotionals of the last 
months, 'great mountain cuisine'. 

After dinner and before dark, we finish tha twenty 
meter monobander antenna, assemble the tri-band 
antenna and lay out thm pushup, stakes and guys for 
the raislng tomorrow morning. 

A beautiful sunset fo!lows; Schaefsr gets out his 
Celestrnn telescope and treats us to rlews of 
Saturn; others check out the antennas raised and 
find that they are working perfectly. A very 
successful day that came off nearly flawlossly. 
Folks start to bod down for the night. 

Saturday morning starts at five am; not being able 
to sleep any more, I go for a walk, scoutlng the 
north side of the mountain and following the 
escarpment along to  the east for a mile or so. 

The kitchen is set up and running by seven-thirty. 
Rick McKinney and crew have put together an 
excellent breakfast buffet - bacon and eggs, 
careal, muffins, jams and preserves, hot coffee, 
juice, mllk and more. By elgM am, most are full. 
1 try te eat at least two of everything. 

Then the tribander goes up: I think Iwenty-five 
minutes. Wa have the technique down pat. Should 
rent aurselves out. We make sure to have a pulley 
at the top of that pushup so that we can use that 
to hoist one .end of the Novice station fourband 
dipole. 

Meanwhile, a hard-working group is  assembling the 
VHFIUHF station antenna: an assortment of antennas 
on a fwenty foot pushup. There is  a two meter 
ringo antenna atop the mast, a two meter 
horizontally-polarized eleven-element yagi five 
feet below that. Five feet further down, there is 
a crossarm with vartlcally polarized six element 
440MHz and 220MHz beams at each end. Several faet 
below that lies the rotator. The rotator itself 
rests on top of the twenty-foot pushup. 

Inside thfrty minutes the crew, led by Dlck Wetzel 
Wb6JBZ, has "lwa Jima'd" the antenna into place; 
nearly snapping it in two at the rotator once. A 
check is made; the rotator works, the antennas 
work. 

The Novice station antenna goes up with a spsclal 
plece of coaxial cable built on the spot by John 
Tallon. He always seems to have exactly what I 
need when I need it. Just the kind of guy you like 
to have around to bail you out. 

We decide to go on the air at eleven-thirty; that 
way we will be able to finish a half-hour early 
Sunday. Tho first operators go to lunch while we 
continue working on the stations. 

At  elevenlhidy exactly we have four statlons on 
the air! The phone station Is up and running with 
Gene and Kirk Johnson KAGRKX; the CW station dih- 
dih-dahs into action with Mark; the VHF-UHF station 
has Dick Wetzel and 5id Johnson on the air; the 
Novice station is on ten meter phone with Kent 
Waaks WAGJKM and Carl, and It's busy! 
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I sit down a'or another terrific lunch and Schaefer decides to fire up the Novice Station on 
reschedule the operators. Some haven't shown up CW. 1 shut down the VHFIUHF (no activity anyway) 
yet: some 1 find would be better placed at other and that It is time for me to call it a day. 

Stan Sander NGMP he'ps a So, after peeking through the tent doors and seeing 
with his eonsldered advice. intense concentration on the faces of the 

operators, I ease my way back to my sleeping bag 
By two prn I've been able to cornplata the 
reschadulinq; four stations, two operators per 

and get a glorious five hours af sleep. 

shift fcr each station, eight shifts of three hours At  twilight I awaken; head out to the stations 
each' Sometimes I can't two at the again. It 1s amazing; these guys have been up all 
same time but 1 hope that evetyone can hold night, working stations all over the world, being 
together. very, very busy. I see tots at tired but happy, 

excited faces: Jay Holraday WGEJJ, Bob Polansky 
Greg WE6ZSU arrives at about three pm to NET, Brian Stapleton KWGJ, Stan, Mark: we a11 get 
set up the Packet Radio station. Merv Machnedan 
N6NO vol~~nteers to handle the message to the 

down to some serious breakfast eating wlth Sam 

Section Emergency Coordinator, which will net us 
cooking up piles of fresh sausage and eggs. I get 

bonus points; he and Mark get the Day creative and take some leftover burrito meat from 
that is broadcast on the for bonus last night's dinner, stir it into soma scrambled 

points. Schaeter also ge!s the MARS contact for 
eggs and add cheese on top; a kind of mountain 

I00  bonus points. The packet station goes on the machaca, wlth a tortilla on the side. 

air and gwls us an automatic 100 point bonus. 
After breakfast, everyone is  back into it with a 

The o r  r e  I have their schedules and ::ran,": R I c : W B D ~ ~ a ~ S ~ ~  ::: ~a :h~n~~ta~h : : :  follow thetr; well: It tooks like things are moving 
back on phone; Dick is  busy on 2m sideband: Sid and 

perfectly. 
Kirk are cranking on 10 meter Novice phone. 

After a fantastic dinner of do-ityourself burritos The morning rolls on; around ten-thitty, Walt and 
with some very HOT salsa, chili rellenos, pudding crew begins breaking down the forty- and eighty- 
and cookies tor dessert (I haven't eaten so much in meter wire antennas; they won't be needed any more 
a month; I'm also getting hungry right now as f today and represent a good hour's worth of work in 
type) the balloon crew is  assembled. takedown time. 

Someone spread a plastic tarp at the north end of 
the tamp, near the edge of the scarp; (he helium 
bottle is out there along with the guy line and 
antenna w!re that the tlalloon will hoist. Stan. 
Walt and Carl are Inflaring the balloon; Kirk, 
Mew and 1 get the guy line straightened out so 
that the balloon will ascend without snagging. 

After what seems llke an eternity, the balloon 3s 
finally getting to be six feet across. The crowd 
of spectators is  on the west side of the balloon 
protecting it from the breeze that could threaten 
to tear it. 

Away It goes? I wish that we had a vFdeotape of it 
going up; come to think of It I remember Dick 
holding a videotape camera. What a sight! This 
huge red ball, suspended effortlessly over the camp 
like a giant f lag marking our presence here en the 
ridge - it makes for some neat pictures of the 
sunset- Walt hooks up the antenna tuner and Stan 
tries to figure out how to adjust it: nojsy snaps 
are heard occasionally and Walt is  shocked by 
static electricity generated by the balloon. 

It tunes up but the antenna generates so much 
static electricity that it is hard to hear other 
stations on the band. We didn't realize that 
possibility! Well, seven stations are worked on 
160 meter phone; the balloon will stay up all  night 
and until late morning Sunday. Stan has a better 
idea for next time; a giant delta loop whlch won't 
suffer the same problsms, and will be held up by 
the balloon. I can't wait! 

Thraugh the evening the stations run smoothly: I 
sit down to play packet radio for a few hours. 
About ten pm, I assist Schaefer for awhile at the 
YHFlUHF station; he talks to one of his friends who 
also works at the lab but who is operating a FD 
site high atop Mount Plnos south of Bakersfield. 

At eleven the balloon comes down, reeled in and 
deflated to be saved for next year. The Novice 
station antenna comes down at eleventhi* as we 
shut down operations; even as we were gting off the 
air the guys were stilI pulling in the contacts! 

Stan offers to  take the package of dupe sheets, 
messages, forms, etc. and genarah our score: I 
readily actept (what a dea!!). 

By two pm, and after a great lunch of cold cuts, 
cookies and anything else that was left over, the 
camp has vanished. I am impressed that It has all 
worked out so well: everyone knew what to do and 
when it had to be dona: everyone was always ready 
to Fend a hand. I walk the site after most 
everyone is gone, looking for signs of our 
presence; except for tire tracks and footprints, 
the camp is very clean. 

Finally, the last people are leaving. 1 pull out, 
leaving Mark and Sam behind me. As I go along, I 
stop to pull down the yellow streamers that marked 
the trail in. About a half mile out, down at the 
bottom of The Hill, I find that I've popped n 
radiator hose; Mark goes ahead of me, working on 
removing the streamers while Sam helps me repair 
the damaged hose. Refilling the radiator, l'm on 
the road at three pm exactly. 

I make it horns by five-fifteen; unload some of the 
larger and more valuable objects from the bed of 
the truck: go in and take a much-needed bath. I go 
to lay dew? for awhile. Next thing I know is it's 
might am, blc.rAay morning. What a Field Day! 

I'd like to thank everyone who attended and 
especially those who bent over backwards l e  help; 
without your help we would have no Fisld Day. I 
afso hope that those who may not have been 
mentioned here realize that my mind is rapidly 
going on me and I just don't remembtlr everything. 

Here's to next year! 73's, 
Jon NWGH 
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